
	  
	  
	  

Together for Hope 
2018-2018 Goals 
 
Together for Hope’s goal in 2018/19 is expansion. We are scaling from our 
current 22-partner coalition to a coalition that will eventually have over 
1,000 partner organizations. By General Assembly 2019, we hope to over 
double to 50 partner organizations and then continue the 
doubling/exponential growth. 
 
In order to accomplish this goal, we are building national partners that will 
help us achieve this scale.  
 
This August, we had a meeting with Noel Castellanos, the president of 
Christian Community Development Association (CCDA). In that meeting we 
agreed to create a partnership with CCDA so that Together for Hope would 
become their rural wing. To that end, we were invited to attend their annual 
meeting in November, which will be held in Chicago and host a rural 
networking event. We invited Noel to be our speaker for our annual meeting, 
which is also in November, so that we can discuss this partnership with all of 
the practitioners in Together for Hope. This partnership will dramatically 
increase our visibility in America and give us the strength to incorporate 
rural organizations into our coalition. 
 
We were also able to have a personal meeting with the US Department of 
Agriculture’s Faith and Opportunity Initiate leader, Mike Beatty. Mike 
introduced us to his DC based staff and connected us to the state and 
regional USDA leaders in the Mississippi Delta. Jason was invited to the 
USDA in order to present the work of Together for Hope to Secretary Perdue 
on Sept. 27. This partnership promises to connect Together for Hope to all 
the rural grants/loans that may be available to our practitioners across 
America. Securing these grants through this relationship will also increase 
our capacity to woo organizations into our coalition. 
 
Finally, we will host three Civil Rides: Delta, Rio Grande Valley, and Cotton 
Belt. These rides will continue to raise awareness and money for Together 
for Hope. We are also continuing to promote the documentary film being 
made about Together for Hope: Civil Rides. 


